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a tiny proportion out of the whole body of the university—but a
test of toleration. But (early in the next year) he failed in a more
important point: Cambridge refused (in spite of the King's
orders) to grant a Catholic his degree (one Francis, a Bene-
dictine) unless he repudiated the Sacrament of the Altar, and
James admitted defeat.
James Acts Unwisely. So far James II's policy had been
consistent and even wise—though it would have required a very
skilful hand to maintain it. But James, who was as unskilful as
he was straightforward and sincere, blundered enormously in
two capital points—(i) the distinction between toleration "and
encroachment; (2) the distinction between his religion as an
individual and his office as a King*
As to (i), he maintained the handful of Catholic Fellows of
the university in their ecclesiastical emoluments. That was an
encroachment upon the property and domestic affairs of the
Church of England, which he had sworn to maintain. He even
in one case allowed a parish clergyman (Sclater, of Putney) to
keep his ecclesiastical revenue after conversion, on condition
that he paid a substitute. He imposed a convert, Massey, of
Merton, on Christ Church as its Dean, an invasion of the
Protestant and established ecclesiastical hierarchy.
As to (2), he published arguments in favour of Catholicism
found among Charles IFs papers in Charles II's own hand, he
added to the Council a disproportionate number of Catholic
peers (four), and he attempted the conversion of his chief
minister and brother-in-law, Rochester. On that peer's refusal
he dismissed him—with a large income out of the royal purse
and more from the forfeit lands of the rebel Lord Grey.
The Position of Sunderland. Two men had fought for
supremacy in the Council which directly ruled England-
Rochester and Sunderland. When Rochester fell Sunderland
was supreme, and this man, mainly through love of intrigue and
power, partly to shield himself in case of disaster, gave James
advice unfailingly bad and ultimately ruinous. It was he who
insisted on Father Petre, a Jesuit, being taken secretly into the
Council. He ultimately professed himself a convert—of doubt-
ful sincerity. He probably thought that James would succeed
in his policy, but he hedged by keeping in touch with James's
enemies, the exiles in Holland. It is a proof of Jama's own lack
of judgment that he relied upon such a man.
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